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Synthetic data generation for end-to-end thermal
infrared tracking
Lichao Zhang, Abel Gonzalez-Garcia, Joost van de Weijer, Martin Danelljan, and Fahad Shahbaz Khan
Abstract—The usage of both off-the-shelf and end-to-end
trained deep networks have significantly improved performance
of visual tracking on RGB videos. However, the lack of large
labeled datasets hampers the usage of convolutional neural net-
works for tracking in thermal infrared (TIR) images. Therefore,
most state of the art methods on tracking for TIR data are still
based on handcrafted features.
To address this problem, we propose to use image-to-image
translation models. These models allow us to translate the
abundantly available labeled RGB data to synthetic TIR data. We
explore both the usage of paired and unpaired image translation
models for this purpose. These methods provide us with a large
labeled dataset of synthetic TIR sequences, on which we can
train end-to-end optimal features for tracking. To the best of our
knowledge we are the first to train end-to-end features for TIR
tracking. We perform extensive experiments on VOT-TIR2017
dataset. We show that a network trained on a large dataset of
synthetic TIR data obtains better performance than one trained
on the available real TIR data. Combining both data sources
leads to further improvement. In addition, when we combine the
network with motion features we outperform the state of the art
with a relative gain of over 10%, clearly showing the efficiency
of using synthetic data to train end-to-end TIR trackers.
Index Terms—Visual tracking, thermal infrared, Deep learn-
ing, Generative Networks
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual tracking aims to estimate a trajectory of an object
through a video based on only one bounding box annotation
at the beginning of the sequence. Tracking is important for
applications in surveillance [1], video understanding [2] and
robotics [3]. One of the main challenges of tracking is the
limited data problem: the tracker should be able to track an
object based on only a single annotated bounding box. The
success of a tracker is therefore very dependent on the quality
of the discriminative features which are used by the tracker.
Recently, specialized tracking subproblems have emerged.
Among these is the field of tracking in thermal infrared
(TIR) images, whose importance is further increasing due
to improvements of thermal infrared sensors in resolution
and quality [4], [5], [6]. The advantage of thermal images
is that they are not influenced by the illumination variations
and shadows, and objects can be distinguished from the
background as the background is normally colder. In addition,
thermal infrared tracking can be used in total darkness, where
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visual cameras have no signal. Considering these advantages,
thermal infrared tracking has a wide range of applications
in car and pedestrian surveillance systems as well as various
defense systems [7].
In recent years, Discriminative Correlation Filter (DCF)
based methods [8], [9], [10] have shown to provide excellent
tracking performance on existing benchmarks [11], [12], [13].
The DCF based trackers learn a correlation filter from example
patches to discriminate between the target and background
appearance. Further, the DCF based framework efficiently
utilizes all spatial shifts of the training samples by exploiting
the properties of circular correlation to train and apply a
discriminative classifier in a sliding window fashion. Lately,
the DCF based framework has been significantly advanced
by employing high-dimensional visual features [9], [14], [15],
powerful learning methods [16], [10], reducing boundary
effects [17], and accurate scale estimation [18]. Due to their
superior performance in RGB tracking, some of these methods
have also been applied with success to TIR [10], [17].
Recently, deep learning has revolutionized the field of
computer vision significantly advancing the state-of-the-art
in many applications [19]. Generally the deep networks are
trained on a large amount of labeled training data. Despite its
astounding success, the impact of deep learning on generic
visual tracking (RGB data) has been limited. One of the
key issues when employing deep features for tracking is the
unavailability of large-scale labeled tracking data for training.
Further, the tracking model is desired to be learned using a
single labeled frame. Therefore, most existing deep learning
based DCF trackers [20], [21], [10] employ deep features pre-
trained on the ImageNet dataset [22] for image classification
task. Other approaches [23], [16] have investigated the inte-
gration of DCF in a deep network by adapting the end-to-end
philosophy, but did not result in major improvements over
features from pre-trained networks.
Even more than for RGB tracking, introducing deep learning
to TIR tracking is hampered by the absence of large datasets.
The datasets which are available for thermal infrared videos
are relatively small. Moreover, there is no ImageNet counter-
part of infrared still images on which a large network could
be pre-trained. Therefore, the usage of handcrafted features
remains dominant for TIR tracking. For instance, the top three
trackers in VOT-TIR2017 [6], [12] are still exploiting hand-
crafted features. The winner [24] of VOT-TIR2017 challenge
employs HOG [25] and motion features. Further, the other
top-performing methods [26], [4] are based on handcrafted
features. The success of these methods show that handcrafted
features are still the best choice for TIR tracking.
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Deep learning has also resulted in fast progress in generative
models which are able to generate samples from complex
image distributions [27]. These models have been further
extended to image-to-image translation models [28] which
allow to learn mappings between image domains. A further
extension of this work allows to learn mappings between
unpaired domains [29], which is based on the observation that
transferring an image to another domain and then transferring
it back to the first domain should result in the same image
which was provided as input. One of the more interesting
applications of these generative networks is that they can be
used to construct synthetic datasets of small data domains,
such as TIR. In this work, we show that labeled data from
RGB can be translated to TIR data, and the labels can be
transferred.
In this work we tackle the key limited-data problem for TIR-
tracking by utilizing recent developments in image-to-image
translation methods [28], [29]. The idea is to automatically
transfer RGB tracking videos to the TIR domain. We can then
automatically transfer the labels from these RGB videos to
the synthetic TIR videos. The resulting data can then be used
to extract discriminative deep features for the TIR domain.
The advantage is that we can generate the TIR counterpart of
the available RGB tracking datasets which are much larger
compared to the current TIR tracking datasets. The main
contributions of the paper are:
• We address the scarcity of labeled data for TIR tracking.
Therefore, we propose a framework which transfers RGB
data to synthetic TIR data. The labels available for the
RGB data are also transfered to the TIR data, resulting
in a large synthetic TIR data set for tracking.
• We are the first to perform end-to-end training for TIR
tracking, showing that this can significantly improve
results (see Table III). We also show that a tracker trained
on only synthetic data can outperforms trackers trained
on available labeled TIR data (see Fig. 1).
• We perform extensive evaluations on the latest TIR track-
ing challenge [6] verifying the efficiency of our different
models trained on synthetic TIR datasets. We show that
when combined with motion features our method obtains
state of the art on the TIR tracking challenge.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II
we briefly discuss related work. In section IV we introduce
the standard correlation filter and the current end-to-end deep
correlation filter. In section V we describe the prevalent gener-
ative adversarial networks and present our generated synthetic
tracking videos. In section VI we present our experiments on
standard thermal infrared tracking dataset. In section VII we
conclude our work and plan our further research.
II. RELATED WORK
A. DCF tracking
In recent years, discriminative correlation filter (DCF)
based tracking methods have shown excellent performance
in terms of accuracy and robustness on benchmark tracking
datasets [12], [11]. The DCF based trackers aim at learning
a correlation filter in an online fashion from example image
patches to discriminate between the target and background
appearance. The seminal work of [8] was restricted to a single
feature channel (grayscale image). Later, the DCF framework
was extended to use multi-dimensional handcrafted features
by [30], [9], [14], such as HOG [25] and Color Names [31].
Some of the recent advances in DCF frameworks can be
attributed to reducing boundary effects [17], robust scale
estimation [18], integrating context [32], and adding a long-
term memory component [33].
Even after more than five years of flourishing, discriminative
correlation filter based tracking is still the mainstream in single
object tracking. Recent modifications on DCF include: Mueller
et al. [32] sample four context patches around the target
and incorporate these to regularize the regression function,
which has the same effect as hard negative mining. Alan et
al. [34] enlarge the search region and improve tracking of
non-rectangular objects by using spatial maps to restrict the
correlation filter. They also give the learned filter adaptive
channel-wise weights, which improves the quality of the filter.
Kiani et al. [35] use a mask to crop the object in the spatial
domain and get a new closed-form solution of the correlation
filter in the Fourier domain by embedding the mask matrix
into the formulation. This yields significantly more shifted
examples unaffected by boundary effects.
Compared to handcrafted features (e.g. HOG [25], intensity
and Color Names [31]), deep CNN features significantly
improve the robustness of the tracker against geometric vari-
ations, resulting in a significant improvement of the perfor-
mance [36]. This mainly caused by the high discrimination
of deep features, since CNNs are trained on the large dataset
ILSVRC2012 [22]. Later, Ma et al. [20] propose to encode
the target appearance on several convolutional layers and each
layer has a corresponding correlation filter. This hierarchical
architecture locates targets by maximizing the response of each
layer with different weights. They find an optimized position
in a coarse to fine way. Directly using different layers may not
take full advantage of the CNN features because of the discrete
distribution of features. To exploit the continuity between
different layers of networks, Danelljan et al. [21] propose to
learn a convolution operator in the continuous spatial domain
called CCOT. As CCOT is very slow, Danelljan et al. [10]
propose to factorize the convolution operator to reduce the
dimensions of feature maps. Then they use GMM to generate
samples, which significantly accelerate the tracker, enabling
the tracker to run in real-time, while still maintaining the same
or higher accuracy.
B. TIR tracking
Currently, the leading TIR trackers still employ handcrafted
features in their models. Yu et al. [37] propose structural
learning on dense samples around the object. Their tracker
uses edge and HOG features and transfers them into the
Fourier domain, to obtain a real-time tracker. Later they extend
this work, called DSLT [24], by integrating HOG [25] and
motion features. With this tracker they won the VOT-TIR2017
challenge [6]. Another TIR tracker, called EBT [26], uses edge
features to devise an objectness measure specific for each
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Fig. 1: Qualitative comparison of our approach trained on generated data only (red) with baseline ECO [10] (green) on the
quadrocopter2, garden and car2 videos. The ground truth bounding box is provided in yellow. Owing to the synthetic TIR
data our model is able to follow the object successfully in case of out-of-plane rotation, partial occlusion and scale changes.
instance. This enables the generation of high quality object
proposals and the use of richer features. Concretely, for each
proposal they extract a 2640-dimensional histogram feature
as well as a 5-level pyramid computed from the intensity
channel. They achieve the runner-up position in the VOT-
TIR2017 challenge. SRDCFir [4] extends the SRDCF [17]
tracker for TIR data by adding motion features. SRDCF is
a DCF-based tracker that introduced a spatial regularization
function to penalize those DCF coefficients that reside outside
the target region, which mitigates the damaging boundary
effects present in the traditional DCF.
Another branch for TIR tracking combines the input TIR
data with the visual modality, concretely with the image
intensity given as a grayscale image. For example, Li et al. [38]
propose an adaptive fusion scheme to incorporate information
from grayscale images and TIR videos during tracking. Sim-
ilarly, the approach in [39] samples a set of patches around
the object and extracts a joint sparse representation in both
grayscale and TIR modalities.
The usage of generating other modalities was pioneered by
Hoffman et al. [40]. They used generation of depth data to
improve classification on the abundant-data modality (RGB),
whereas we use data generation as a source of labeled data for
the scarce-data modality (TIR). Xu et al. [41] use a network
which generates TIR images to pre-train the weights. These
weights are then applied in a network which is used on
RGB data with the aim to improve tracking of pedestrians.
Other than them, we use the generation of TIR data for data
augmentation; we create large synthetic labeled data sets of
TIR data to be able to train end-to-end features for TIR data.
C. Adversarial image-to-image translation
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [27] have
achieved promising results in several tasks such as image
generation [42], image editing [43], and representation learn-
ing [44]. The conditional variants of GANs [45] enable to
condition the image generation on a selected input variable,
for example, an input image. In this case, the task becomes
image-to-image translation, and this is the variant we use
here. The general method of Isola et al. [28], pix2pix, was
the first GAN-based image-to-image translation work that
was not designed for a specific task (e.g. colorization [46]).
The architecture is based on an encoder-decoder with skip
connections [47] and it is trained using a combination of two
losses: a conditional adversarial loss [27] and a loss that maps
the generated image close to the corresponding target image.
This method achieves excellent results, but requires matching
pairs of training images, which limits the applicability of
the model as such data might not be easily accessible. In
order to overcome this limitation, Zhu et al. [29] extended
this model to the case in which paired data is not available.
Their method, called CycleGAN, relies on the assumption that
mapping an image from the input domain to the target and then
back to the input (i.e. the cycle) should result in the identity
function. Based on this, they add a cycle consistency loss that
enforces the correct reconstruction of the input image resulting
of the composition of the two mappings. They demonstrate the
effectiveness of their method for multiple tasks such as edges
to real images or photo enhancement. In this paper, we use
image-to-image translation to generate a synthetic large-scale
TIR tracking dataset from a labeled RGB dataset, with the
goal of learning better deep features for tracking.
III. METHOD OVERVIEW
We aim to train end-to-end deep features for tracking in TIR
data. However, to train effective deep features for TIR data, we
need a large dataset of labeled TIR videos. Unfortunately, the
amount of labeled TIR data is very scarce. To the best of our
knowledge, only BU-TIV dataset [48] contains a considerable
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amount of labeled TIR videos, but most of them depict only
one object class (pedestrian). Therefore, most state of the
art TIR tracking methods are still based on hand-crafted
features [24], [26], [4]. On the other hand, there are vast
amounts of RGB videos labeled for tracking [11], [12]. One
solution could therefore be to use the pre-trained features
which are optimal for tracking in RGB data for TIR data.
However, this is unlikely to be optimal because TIR and RGB
data differ significantly.
To illustrate the difference in nature of RGB and TIR data
we measure the average activation of the 96 filters of the first
layer of a pre-trained AlexNet on the KAIST dataset. This
dataset contains both RGB and TIR images of the same scenes
(a similar study for depth images has been performed in [49]).
The pre-trained network is trained to recognize objects in
RGB images (i.e. on ImageNet). In Fig. 2 we show the
results. The graph shows the average activation of the filters in
descending order. When applied to data which is similar to that
on which the network is trained, the average activations tend
to produce a uniform distribution. This can be seen for RGB
images where most filters yield the same average activation
and only a few filters differ from this pattern. When we
perform the same experiment on TIR data the pattern changes.
We can now observe clear differences between filters which
have a higher average activation and filters which have lower
average activation. This shows that these filters are probably
not optimal for TIR tracking. When we look at the exact filters
which have low and high activation, we see that low frequency
patterns (blobs and edges) are prevalent for the TIR data,
whereas high-frequency filters are seldom in TIR data. This is
not surprising since most textures, responsible for most of the
high-frequency content of images, do not appear in TIR data.
In conclusion, given the different nature of the image statistics
of RGB data and TIR data it is probable that a network which
is trained on TIR data would outperform a network trained on
RGB data.
In this paper, we aim to address the problem of data scarcity
of labeled videos for tracking in TIR data. We do this by
exploiting the vast amount of labelled RGB videos which
are available, in combination with recent advances in image-
to-image translation techniques. We will use these image-
to-image translation models to transfer large labeled RGB
datasets to synthetic TIR dataset together with the tracking
annotations. As a result we now have a large labeled synthetic
TIR dataset. We use this synthetic TIR dataset to train end-to-
end deep networks to obtain optimal TIR features for tracking.
Then we plug the optimal TIR feature model into a state-of-
the-art tracker. Here we use ECO [10]. An overview of our
method is provided in Fig. 3. In the following section we detail
the various parts of our algorithm.
IV. DEEP LEARNING FEATURES FOR CORRELATION
FILTER TRACKING
In this section, we introduce the standard correlation filter
and the current end-to-end deep correlation filter. Then we
describe Efficient Convolution Operators (ECO) [10] which
we will use as the correlation filter for our experiments.
Fig. 2: Average activation of filters from the first layer of pre-
trained AlexNet [19] on the test set of KAIST [50] for RGB
and TIR images.
A. Correlation Filter Tracking
The conventional discriminative correlation filters (DCF)
formulation [9], learns a linear correlation filter f that dis-
criminates the target appearance from the background. The
target location is predicted by applying the correlation filter
to a sample feature map. The desired filter f can be obtained
by minimizing a least squares objective:
E(f) =
∥∥∥∥∥
D∑
d=1
fd ∗ xd − y
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+ λ
D∑
d=1
‖fd‖2. (1)
Here ∗ denotes circular correlation. xd denotes feature maps
of training samples x, where the layer d ∈ {1, . . . , D}. fd
denotes channel d of filter f . y is the regression target and λ
is a regularization weight to control over-fitting. A closed-form
solution is obtained in the Fourier domain,
fˆd =
xˆdyˆ∗∑D
d=1 xˆ
d(xˆd)∗ + λ
. (2)
Where the yˆ∗ denotes the complex conjugate of the discrete
Fourier transform F(y).
Recently, researchers have proposed several methods for
end-to-end training of features for tracking: CFNet [23],
DCFNet [51], and CFCF [52]. All use a two-branch Siamese
network, of which one branch is used to compute the optimal
correlation filter, which is applied in the other branch to obtain
the response map (see Fig. 3). Both branches share the weights
of their convolutional layers. Training is performed with paired
images from same video. It backpropagates the gradients
through the discriminative correlation filter layer (DCFL) with
a closed-from solution [23]. Surprisingly, trackers based on
end-to-end training only slightly outperformed off-the-shelf
features. It should be noted that all end-to-end trackers train
on RGB datasets, mainly on the ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC15) [22], and no results for
end-to-end tracking on other modalities like TIR are available.
In this paper, we use the end-to-end CFNet training proce-
dure proposed by Bertinetto et al. [23]. This method obtains
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stable and fast network training due to their Fourier domain
implementation of the discriminative correlation filter layer.
Other than them we will apply it to TIR tracking. Since current
available datasets for TIR tracking are rather small, we propose
in the next section our approach to generating synthetic TIR
tracking data from labeled RGB tracking data.
B. Efficient Convolution Operators
Previously, we have explained how to train end-to-end
features for tracking. These features can be used in different
discriminative correlation filter methods. In our work we use
the Efficient Convolution Operator (ECO) [10] method, shown
to obtain state-of-the-art results while being computationally
efficient. However, its original implementation is based on
features extracted from a pre-trained CNN model trained on
the ImageNet 2012 classification dataset [22]. Even though
these features are extracted from a model which is trained
for image classification, ECO obtains excellent results for
tracking. In our experiments we combine ECO with the end-
to-end trained features for TIR tracking.
The ECO tracker aims at combining shallow and deep
features by learning a multi-channel continuous convolution
filter in a joint optimization scheme across all feature channels.
Furthermore, it learns a projection matrix, to reduce the
dimensionality of high-dimensional features. Here we briefly
describe the training and inference procedures applied in the
ECO tracker.
ECO learns the target model parameters based on a set
of training samples {xj}M1 and corresponding labels {yj}M1 .
The label function yj consists of the desired target scores
at all spatial locations in the corresponding training sample
xj . It is defined as a periodically repeated Gaussian function
centered at the sample location [21]. Each training sample
contains multiple feature layers xdj ∈ RNd×Nd , where Nd is
the spatial resolution of layer d ∈ {1, . . . , D}. These feature
layers correspond to both shallow and deep features of varying
resolutions. The tracker predicts the target location using the
target score operator, defined as
Sf,P {x} =
D∑
d=1
fd ∗ PJd{xd} . (3)
Here, x is the input sample and f is the learned filter that
predicts the detection score function Sf,P {x} of the target.
The sample x is first interpolated to the continuous domain
using the operator Jd, by applying a cubic spline kernel in the
Fourier domain (see [21] for details). The projection matrix
P is then applied to reduce the dimensionality of the feature
space.
The detection score operator is learnt via minimization of
a least squares objective,
E(f) =
M∑
j=1
αj‖Sf,P {xj} − yj‖2 +
D∑
d=1
‖wfd‖2 + λ‖P‖2F .
(4)
Here, the projection and filter are regularized by a constant λ.
The spatial regularization weight function w is employed to
mitigate the effects of periodic repetition [17]. Each sample xj
is weighted by αj , based on a learning rate parameter γ. The
label functions {yj}M1 are set to Gaussian functions centered
at the target location.
Using Parseval’s formula an equivalent loss is obtained as,
E(f) =
M∑
j=1
αk‖ ̂Sf,P {xj} − yˆj‖2+
D∑
d=1
‖wˆ ∗ fˆd‖2 + λ‖P‖2F .
(5)
Here ·ˆ denotes the Fourier coefficients. We learn the projection
matrix P jointly with the filter f in the first frame by
applying Gauss-Newton and adopting the Conjugate Gradient
method [53] for each iteration. In subsequent frames, the
resulting normal equations are efficiently solved using the
method of Conjugate Gradients, assuming a fixed P . For more
details, we refer to [10], [21].
V. GENERATING TIR IMAGES
In this section we discuss image-to-image translation meth-
ods and compare them for the task of transferring RGB to
synthetic TIR data.
A. Image-to-image translation methods
We use two different image-to-image translation methods
to transform labeled RGB videos into labeled TIR videos.
First, we use pix2pix [28], which requires paired training
data. Therefore, we need matching frames in both RGB and
TIR, which we can obtain from multispectral video datasets
such as KAIST [50]. Second, we use CycleGAN [29], an
extension on pix2pix that can be trained from unpaired data.
As a consequence, any videos in the RGB and TIR modalities
can be used to train CycleGAN. Despite the higher availability
of unpaired training data, we expect the weaker supervision
of CycleGAN to result in synthesized TIR images of lower
quality. In this section, we present both translation methods
and experimentally confirm this intuition. In later sections, we
generate TIR data using only pix2pix given its empirically
superior performance.
Both methods are based on Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs) [27] conditioned on input images. GANs
consist of two networks, generator G and discriminator D,
that compete against each other. The generator tries to generate
samples that resemble the original data distribution, whereas
the discriminator tries to detect whether samples are real or
have been generated by G. When the GAN architecture is
conditioned on an input image, the task becomes image-to-
image translation. In our case, the input image is a color frame
from an RGB video and the target is the matching frame in
the TIR modality.
1) Paired - pix2pix: pix2pix [28] is an effective, task-
agnostic method that can be applied to translate between
many domain pairs, including maps to satellite pictures, edge
maps to real pictures, or grayscale images to color images.
The generator is based on an encoder-decoder architecture
with skip connections (U-Net [47]). The discriminator is a
convolutional PatchGAN [54], which classifies each local
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Synthetic TIR ... Real TIR
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testing
RGB (pretrained)
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Shared layers
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Fig. 3: Overview of our approach. (a) Image-to-image translation component (proposed in [28]) for generating a large labeled
synthetic TIR tracking dataset. We use blue dashed line to represent the baseline RGB training model and the green dashed
line represents our proposed synthetic data training model. After the translation of RGB data to TIR data, we acquire enough
suitable data for end-to-end training networks for TIR tracking. (b) Two-branch architecture for training the network to obtain
adaptive features for TIR tracking (proposed in [23]). The optimal correlation filter is computed in the discriminative correlation
filter layer (DCFL) for the image processed in the upper branch. This filter is then applied on the image in the bottom branch.
image patch independently, making it especially suited for
modifying textures or styles.
Let x be an image from the input domain X and y an
image from the target domain Y . In pix2pix, both the generator
and discriminator are conditioned on the input image x. The
conditional GAN objective function is defined as
LcGAN (G,D) = Ex,y[logD(x, y)]
+ Ex,z[log (1−D (x,G (x, z)))], (6)
where z is a random noise vector used as input for the
generator. Additionally, pix2pix also includes an L1 loss to
increase the sharpness of the output images
LL1 (G) = Ex,y,z[‖y −G(x, z)‖1]. (7)
The final objective function is the weighted sum of these two
losses. Following the original adversarial training [27], G tries
to minimize this final objective while D tries to maximize it:
G∗ = argmin
G
max
D
LcGAN (G,D) + λLL1 (G) . (8)
We translate an RGB video to TIR by applying pix2pix
independently for each video frame. The original model
of [28] achieves mild stochasticity in its outputs by keeping
the dropout layers at test time, which are normally used only
during training. In our case, this is not only unnecessary but
also damaging, as it makes the output video less stable. For
this reason, we only use dropout layers during training.
2) Unpaired - CycleGAN: Paired data might be hard to
come by for particular tasks including RGB to TIR conversion,
as the amount of paired videos in both modalities is rather
limited. Zhu et al. [29] present CycleGAN, a method for
learning to translate between image domains when paired
examples are not available. The main idea consists in adding a
cycle consistency loss, based on the assumption that mapping
an image x ∈ X to domain Y and back to X should leave
it unaltered. For this reason, besides the classic generator
G : X → Y , CycleGAN also learns a generator to perform
the inverse mapping F : Y → X . The method is then trained
with a weighted combination of an unconditional adversarial
loss [27] and the cycle consistency loss in both directions
Lcyc (G,F ) = Ex[‖F (G(x))− x‖1]
+ Ey[‖G(F (y))− y‖1], (9)
For more details, please see [29]. As in the pix2pix model,
we apply CycleGAN independently per frame, and we remove
the dropout layers at test time to generate a more stable video
output.
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Fig. 4: Results for the two image translation methods considered: pix2pix and CycleGAN. The video frames are taken from
the test set of KAIST [50], and have not been seen during training.
Type Dataset Number of imagesRGB TIR
Paired
KAIST [50] 50,184 50,184
CVC-14 [55] 8,473 8,473
OSU Color Thermal [56] 8,545 8,545
VAP Trimodal [57] 5,924 5,924
Bilodeau [58] 7,821 7,821
LITIV2012 [59] 6,325 6,325
total 87,088 87,088
Unpaired
VOT2016 [60] 21,455 -
VOT2017 [6] 4,049 -
OTB [11] 58610 -
ASL [61] - 6,490
Long-term [62] - 47,423
InfAR [63] - 46,121
total 84,114 100,034
TABLE I: Datasets used for training the image-to-image
translation models. We test all models using a subset of three
videos from the official test set of KAIST [50].
B. Datasets
We consider multiple datasets for training our image trans-
lation methods, spanning the two presented supervision levels:
paired and unpaired. Table I details the number of images of
all the considered datasets. Among the paired datasets, the
biggest and most relevant is KAIST Multispectral Pedestrian
Dataset [50], which contains a significant amount of aligned
images in the RGB and TIR modalities, captured from a mov-
ing vehicle in different urban environments and under different
lighting conditions. We follow the official data split [50] as
in [28] and use all the frames from training videos for training.
We evaluate both image translation methods using 3 randomly
left out videos from the test set, amounting to 5,728 images.
Train and test sets have no videos in common.
Other paired datasets include images of people captured un-
der different conditions: pedestrians during day or night (CVC-
14 [55]), static cameras at a busy intersection (OSU Color-
Thermal Database [56]) or in different positions and zooms
(LITIV2012 dataset [59], interactions in indoor scenes with
controlled lighting settings (VAP Trimodal People Segmenta-
tion Dataset [57]), or moving in different planes (Bilodeau et
al. [58]). This amounts to a total of 87K image pairs.
We use all paired datasets to train both pix2pix and Cycle-
GAN. Additionally, we collect an RGB-TIR unpaired dataset
as extra training data for CycleGAN. As RGB data we include
all the sequences from VOT2016 [60], VOT2017 [6], and
OTB [11]. As TIR data we include the TIR images from
ASL [61], Long-term [62], and InfAR [63]. This amounts to
a total of about 230K images, almost 5× more images than
the paired training dataset.
C. Implementation details
We train all networks in pix2pix and CycleGAN from
scratch, initializing the weights from a Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.02. We use the
same network architectures as in the original papers [28], [29].
As in [28], we apply random jittering by slightly enlarging the
input image and then randomly cropping back to the original
size. We train pix2pix for 10 epochs, with batch size 4 and
learning rate 0.0002. CycleGAN is trained for 3 epochs, batch
size 2 and learning rate 0.0002. Note that both models are
trained for an equivalent number of iterations given the size
of their training sets.
D. TIR image translation quality
In order to test the two image translation methods consid-
ered we select a random subset of the test set of KAIST [50],
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Fig. 5: Histogram of the gradient magnitude for real and
synthetic TIR data computed on the test set of KAIST [50].
For comparison we have also added the gradient magnitude
histogram for grayscale images from which the synthetic
dataset has been generated.
amounting to about 10% of the entire dataset. We translate
the RGB videos into TIR using pix2pix or CycleGAN, and
then compute the Euclidean distance of the translations with
the TIR ground-truth images. Finally, we average the distance
for all frames. pix2pix obtains an average distance of 35.3,
whereas CycleGAN obtains 69.5. This demonstrates the supe-
riority of pix2pix for this task, showing how a paired training
signal is more valuable than the unpaired counterpart, despite
the bigger training dataset of the latter. Fig. 4 shows a qualita-
tive comparison of both approaches. We can observe how the
translated images using pix2pix are clearly superior to those
translated by CycleGAN. Moreover, they look remarkably
similar to the ground-truth TIR images, confirming the validity
of the proposed data augmentation approach. Therefore, we
select pix2pix as our method to generate TIR tracking data
from RGB videos.
In addition we compare the statistics of the image gradients
of real TIR data and synthetic TIR data generated by pix2pix.
The histogram of the gradient magnitude for both datasets on
the test set of KAIST is provided in Fig. 5. We have also
added the gradient magnitude of the grayscale images from
which the synthetic dataset is generated. The results show that
the gradient magnitude of the synthetic data closely follows
that of the real data. Only small variations can be seen for low
magnitude gradients. The similarity of the image statistics of
real and synthetic data suggests that trackers trained on the
synthetic data could be successful on real TIR data.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Datasets
We train several versions of our tracker using both real and
generated TIR tracking data, summarized in Table II. As real
TIR data we use BU-TIV [48], ASL [61], and OTCBVS [56].
Type Dataset Videos Images Bounding-boxes
Real
BU-TIV [48] 5 23,393 34,7291
ASL [61] 13 6,490 7,773
OTCBVS [56] 4 4861 19,944
Total 22 34,744 375,008
Generated
VOT2016 [60] 60 21,455 21,455
VOT2017 [6] 10 4,049 4,049
OTB [11] 98 58,610 58,610
Total 168 84,114 84,114
TABLE II: Datasets used for training the tracker, using real
TIR data or generated TIR data from RGB images.
The predominant class in these datasets is human/pedestrian,
although BU-TIV [48] includes some vehicles and ASL [61]
also contains animals like cat and horse. We select all those
sequences that include annotated bounding boxes around the
objects, leading to a total of 375K bounding boxes from 34K
images. On the other hand, we generate synthetic TIR tracking
data using the RGB videos from VOT2016 [60], VOT2017 [6],
and OTB [11], which are standard tracking benchmarks used
by the community. In total, we obtain 168 TIR videos with
tracking annotations by translating the original RGB frames
using pix2pix and transferring the corresponding bounding
box annotations. The total number of bounding boxes is 4.5×
greater than in the real TIR images. Furthermore, the generated
TIR videos contain a wider variety of object classes than the
real TIR videos. This increases the generality of the learned
deep features. In both cases, we leave out around 10% of the
videos during training as validation set.
We evaluate our TIR tracker on the VOT-TIR2017
dataset [6], which is identical to VOT-TIR2016 dataset [5]
as the 2016 edition of this benchmark was far from being sat-
urated. It contains 25 TIR videos of varying image resolution,
with an average sequence length of 740 frames adding up to
a total of 13,863 frames. Each sequence has been manually
annotated with exactly one bounding box per frame around a
particular object instance. There is a wide variety of object
classes, including pedestrian, animals such as rhino or bird,
and vehicles like quadrocopter or car. Moreover, the dataset
includes extra annotations in the form of attributes, either at
frame level (e.g. camera motion, occlusion) or at the sequence
level (e.g. blur, background clutter). This test dataset has no
videos in common with the RGB modality of VOT2016-17
used for training.
B. Evaluation measures and protocol
We follow the measures and evaluation protocol proposed
by the VOT-TIR2017 benchmark [5]. The two primary mea-
sures are accuracy (A) and robustness (R), which have been
shown to be highly interpretable and only weakly corre-
lated [64]. Accuracy is computed as the overlap (intersection
over union) between the predicted track region and the ground-
truth bounding box, averaged over frames. The VOT protocol
establishes that when the evaluated tracker fails, i.e. when the
overlap is below a given threshold, it is re-initialized in the
correct location five frames after the failure. In order to reduce
the positive bias introduced by this protocol, the accuracy
measure ignores the first ten frames after the re-initialization
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when computing the average overlap. Robustness measures the
number of times the tracker fails for each sequence and then
takes the average over all sequences. These two measures are
conflated into a third, the Expected Average Overlap (EAO),
which is the main measure used to rank the trackers. The
EAO estimates the expected average overlap of a tracker for
a particular sequence of a fixed, short length. We refer the
reader to [12] for more details.
Besides the standard VOT metrics, we also report results
following the One-Pass Evaluation (OPE) protocol originally
proposed in [11]. The most standard evaluation metric used
with this protocol is success rate. For each frame in the test
video, we compute the overlap between the predicted track and
the ground-truth bounding box. A predicted track is considered
successful if its overlap with the ground-truth is above a
particular threshold. We obtain a success plot by evaluating the
success rate at different overlap thresholds. Conventionally, the
Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the success plot is reported
as a summary measure. Note how this protocol does not reset
the tracker in case of failure. We use the VOT toolkit [6] to
compute the measure and plot the results.
C. Implementation details
We train CFNet following [23]. We perform tests with three
different networks as base model: AlexNet [19], VGG-M [65],
and ResNet-50 [66]. As in [23], we reduce the total stride of
the networks from 16 to 4 by changing the stride of the first
and second pooling layers from 2 to 1 in AlexNet, and that
of second convolutional and pooling layers in VGG-M. This
allows us to obtain bigger feature maps, which benefits the
correlation filters. For fairness, we apply this modification to
all trained models. As training input data for the network,
we randomly pick object regions from pairs of images from
the same video. Specifically we crop a centered region on the
object of approximately twice the object’s size, and resize it to
125× 125 pixels. We use Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
with momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0005 to fine-tune
the network, which is pre-trained for image classification on
ILSVCR12 [22]. The learning rate is decreased logarithmically
at each epoch from 10−4 to 10−5. The model is trained for
50 epochs with mini-batches of size 128.
For the baseline tracker ECO [10] (Fig. 3, blue
dashed lines), we use the recommended settings
(‘OTB DEEP settings’) detailed in the code provided
by the authors [67]. ECO is an RGB tracker, so we have
adapted the following parameters given the different nature of
TIR data. Following [68], [69] we use the feature map of the
third convolutional layer as the input of the correlation filter,
(convolutional block in case of ResNet-50). We confirm these
results in the following section. We reduce the learning rate
used to update the correlation filter from the 0.009 used for
RGB data to 0.003. A smaller learning rate is more suitable
for TIR data, as TIR images have less detailed information
than RGB, for example lacking texture, and thus the object
appearance remains more stable during tracking. In order to
optimally leverage the learned CNN features, we do not add
the dimensionality reduction step at the output of each layer
Tracker without motion features with motion featuresEAO A R EAO A R
handcrafted 0.235 0.60 2.74 0.361 0.62 1.12
pretrained 0.307 0.62 2.00 0.381 0.69 1.06
real 0.316 0.62 2.01 0.409 0.67 1.24
generated 0.321 0.63 2.00 0.419 0.65 0.83
generated → real 0.331 0.61 1.76 0.429 0.63 0.82
generated + real 0.347 0.63 1.68 0.436 0.65 0.80
TABLE III: Comparison of different tracker variants with
and without adding motion features. Results are on the VOT-
TIR2017 benchmark [6] with ResNet-50 [66] as base network.
Boldface indicates the best results. In both cases, the best
results are achieved when combining both real and generated
TIR data.
Fig. 6: The EAO on VOT-TIR2017 [6] when using deep
features extracted from different layers.
as in [10]. ECO uses this to increase the tracker’s efficiency,
which is not a priority in our work.
Upon acceptance we will make the different trained models
available for the community.
D. Network layers
Our tracker uses deep features from a particular network
layer. Previous works [68], [69] selected mid-level features
from the third convolutional layer as optimal for tracking
in RGB videos. Here, we validate this choice for TIR data
by analyzing the performance of the selected tracker across
all layers for the three networks considered. We perform
these experiments using only pre-trained features, i.e., we do
not fine-tune the networks for tracking. Fig. 6 presents the
tracking performance measured by EAO on VOT-TIR2017 [6]
as a function of the network layer. Trackers that use features
extracted from the third layer offer the best results, and thus
we select this features for the remainder of the paper.
E. Network architectures
In this section, we experiment with all three base networks
with different types of data used for training. All models
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Fig. 7: The EAO on VOT-TIR2017 [6] when using deep
features extracted from different networks. Our synthetic data
can benefit general networks for fine-tuning.
use ECO [10] as base tracker, in some cases with the adap-
tations detailed in section IV. We consider two baselines,
‘pretrained’ and ‘real’. The first baseline uses features from
the corresponding CNN pre-trained for the image classification
task. On the other hand, ‘real’ is also fine-tuned using real
TIR tracking datasets (sec. VI-A). Our tracker (‘generated
+ real’) combines both real TIR and synthesized from RGB
with pix2pix for the fine-tuning process. Fig. 7 presents these
results. For all base networks, fine-tuning helps when learning
effective features for tracking. This shows that the generated
data is complementary to the available real data, making the
generated data beneficial even when a good amount of real
data is available. Moreover, the gain granted by fine-tuning the
network is significantly higher when augmenting the training
dataset with our generated TIR data. The performance boost
is especially remarkable for higher capacity models such as
ResNet-50, since networks with more parameters require more
data to train. For all following experiments, we use ResNet-50
as base network for the trackers.
F. Results on real and generated data
We now present more detailed results for different con-
figurations of our ECO tracker with ResNet-50. We include
another baseline (‘handcrafted’) that employs handcrafted
features as it is prevalent in TIR tracking [24], [26], [4],
and thus has not been trained using data. The variant called
‘generated’ is fine-tuned using only our generated TIR data
with pix2pix. Finally, we consider another way of combining
real and generated data to train the model, ‘generated →
real’, which besides uses a two-step fine-tuning mechanism,
first using generated data and then real data. This is opposed
to ‘generated + real’, which fine-tunes using both real and
generated data simultaneously without distinction. Table III
presents the results for all these models using metrics EAO,
A, and R on the VOT-TIR2017 dataset [6].
First, we can observe how the use of deep features is
fundamental for the success of this tracker, given the low
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Fig. 8: The success plot of one-pass evaluation (OPE) on the
the VOT-TIR2017 benchmark [6]. We show the AUC score of
each tracker in the legend. The best results are obtained when
using both real and generated data.
accuracy of the handcrafted model. Simply using pre-trained
features already provides a significant improvement in terms
of EAO. Fine-tuning this model on real data brings further
benefits. Interestingly, only fine-tuning on the generated data
using pix2pix results in better performance than fine-tuning
on the real data; with EAO going from 0.289 on real data to
0.300 on generated data. This demonstrates our intuition that
having great amounts of diverse data is very relevant when
learning specialized deep features for TIR tracking. Finally,
simultaneously using both real and generated data to fine-
tune the network results in our best model. Moreover, training
without distinguishing between the two types of data leads to
better results, as opposed to a more complex two-stage fine-
tuning process.
We present results using the OPE evaluation metric in Fig. 8.
Also under this metric, handcrafted features show a clearly
inferior performance compared to deep features. Simple pre-
trained deep features obtain higher success rates, especially for
mid-range overlap thresholds. Fine-tuning on real data gives
the tracker a small boost, and when fine-tuning using our
generated data, the performance is further improved. Finally,
the best performance is achieved when fine-tuning using both
types of data simultaneously.
Finally, we analyze the performance of our generated + real
tracker for different amounts of generated TIR data. Fig. 9
shows EAO as a function of the percentage of synthetic
TIR data in the total training set. Interestingly, increasing the
amount of synthetic data monotonically improves the tracker
performance. The rightmost point, which corresponds to using
all our generated data (90% of the training set), does not seem
to be saturated, and thus additional generated data could bring
an even further performance boost.
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Fig. 9: Performance of our tracker (generated+real) on VOT-
TIR2017 [6] for different percentages of synthetic data. The
leftmost point indicates using only real data.
G. Adding motion features
As detailed in [4], the use of handcrafted motion features
can substantially improve tracking performance for TIR data.
Following the implementation of the SRDCFir tracker [4], we
compute motion features by thresholding the absolute pixel-
wise difference between the current and the previous frame.
We then use this motion mask as an extra feature channel.
Table III presents the results of our trained models when
motion features are used alongside deep features. We can see
how motion features provide significant performance improve-
ments to all models. Furthermore, the conclusions drawn in
the previous experiment still hold. The models trained with
generated data outperform both the pre-trained model and the
model trained with real data only. Finally, the model trained
with a combination of generated and real data achieves an
impressive performance, surpassing other methods.
A qualitative comparison baseline ECO (pretrained) and
ours (generated) is shown in Fig. 1. In challenging cases
(e.g. second row), the improved features learned through our
generated TIR data lead to a tracking model that is accurate
while robust to occlusion, scale change and out-of-plane
rotation.
H. State-of-the-art Comparison
Here, we compare our best model with the three top TIR
trackers in the VOT-TIR2017 challenge [6], i.e. DSLT [24],
EBT [26], and SRDCFir [4]. We also include in our compari-
son the best CNN-based tracker in VOT-TIR2016, TCNN [70].
Additionally, we compare with recently introduced CF-based
(CSRDCF) [34] and spatial CF-based (CREST) [16] trackers.
These trackers have shown excellent performance on VOT [12]
and OTB [11] RGB datasets.
Table IV shows the comparison of our best model (gen-
erated+real) including motion mask with the state-of-the-art
methods in literature on the VOT-TIR2017 benchmark [6].
Among the existing methods, SRDCFir and EBT achieve EAO
scores of 0.364 and 0.368 respectively. An EAO score of 0.287
Tracker EAO A R
CREST 0.215 0.56 4.13
CSRDCF 0.248 0.57 3.49
TCNN 0.287 0.62 2.79
SRDCFir 0.364 0.63 1.10
EBT 0.368 0.44 0.82
DSLT 0.401 0.60 0.91
Ours 0.436 0.65 0.80
TABLE IV: Comparison with state-of-the-art trackers on VOT-
TIR2017 [6]. Boldface indicates the best results. The results
are reported in terms of expected average overlap (EAO),
robustness (failure rate) and accuracy. Our proposed tracker
significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art by achieving an
EAO score of 0.436.
is achieved by the TCNN tracker. The recently introduced
CREST and CSRDCF trackers achieve EAO scores of 0.215
and 0.248 respectively. The current state-of-the-art on this
dataset is the DSLT tracker with an EAO score of 0.401.
Our tracker significantly outperforms DSLT by setting a new
state-of-the-art with an EAO score of 0.448. Our approach
also achieves superior performance in terms of accuracy and
obtains second best results in terms of robustness. We further
analyze the robustness of our tracker and found our approach
to have promising improvements with respect to robustness in
all videos except trees2, compared to EBT.
Fig. 10 shows a qualitative comparison of our tracker
with state-of-the-art methods. Our tracker follows the target
object more accurately and is robust to challenging conditions
such as scale change and occlusion. Among existing meth-
ods, DSLT also provides improved tracking performance but
struggles with accurate target localization. The proposed TIR-
specialized deep features learned through abundant generated
TIR data enable precise target localization, leading to superior
tracking results. The last two rows of the figure show two
example cases in which our tracker fails. In the first case, the
object is rather tiny and lies on a cluttered background region,
which increases the probability of confusing the tracked object
with the background. In the second case, there is a consider-
able scale change combined with heavy occlusion, leading to
a poor estimation of the object extent and the corresponding
tracking failure.
I. TIR Data Attributes Analysis
In order to provide a more detailed analysis of the results,
we present in Fig. 11 the per-attribute performance comparison
of our tracker and several state-of-the-art methods. The at-
tributes are: camera motion, dynamics change, motion change,
occlusion, size change, and others. Each attribute plot indicates
the expected overlap for every tracker as a function of the
sequence length, computed on a particular subset of videos
annotated with the corresponding data attribute. For most
attributes, including the challenging scenarios of heavy camera
motion, motion change, and occlusion, our proposed tracker
outperforms state-of-the-art trackers. This consistent improve-
ment on challenging attributes is likely due to specialized
discriminative features, learned specifically for TIR tracking.
In case of dynamics change, both TCNN and DSLT provide
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Fig. 10: Qualitative comparison of our approach trained on generated and real data with state-of-the-art trackers, CREST,
TCNN, EBT and DSLT on the some challenging sequences, excavator, jacket, mixed distractors, garden, quadrocopter2,
boat2, bird and trees2 in VOT-TIR2017 [6]. Yellow dashed bounding box means Groundtruth and red solid bounding box is
Ours. The last two rows show failure cases of our tracker.
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superior tracking performance. The TCNN tracker [70] can
accurately match object proposals due to a tree structure
encompassing multiple CNNs. The DSLT tracker [24] also
uses dense proposals and structural learning classifier. In case
of size change, the EBT tracker [26] and DSLT provide
superior results. In this attribute, our approach provides the
third best results by outperforming trackers such as SRDCFir
and TCNN. Overall, our approach achieves best results on 4
out of 6 attributes.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a method to generate
synthetic TIR data from RGB data. We use recent progress on
image to image translation models for this purpose. The main
advantage of this is that we can generate a large dataset of
labeled TIR sequences. This dataset is far larger than datasets
with real labeled sequences which are currently available for
TIR tracking. These larger datasets allow us to perform end-to-
end training for TIR features. To the best of our knowledge we
are the first to train end-to-end features for TIR tracking. We
show that our features trained on the synthetic data outperform
other features for TIR tracking, including features which are
computed by fine-tuning a network on real TIR sequences.
In addition, we show that a combination of both real and
generated data leads to a further improvement. Once we
combine our feature with the motion feature we obtain state
of the art results on the VOT-TIR2017.
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